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Nwsl expansion draft rules 2020

Photo courtesy of Sky Blue FC. The National Women's Football League - and its clubs - are preparing to extend the proposal, which will take place on November 12. Racing Louisville FC, the newest club entering the league, will make their selections at 7 p.m. ET, and fans will be able to tune in to the official NWSL Twitch channel. With the trade window officially closed - after several head-turning moves by
the Chicago Red Stars and a three-way trade between OL Reign, portland thorns and North Carolina Courage - the league announced rules to expand the draft. Unprotected and protected player lists will be distributed to all NWSL clubs on November 5 to 13.m EST. NWSL will release these lists to the public and media on the same day. Under the rules, protected players cannot be selected by Racing
Louisville FC. Unprotected players are up for selection christy holly and a new club. Teams can protect up to 11 players - which includes up to two U.S. National Team players. Players who are on the Discovery List of any of the nine current NWSL clubs are not eligible for selection. Teams won't have to determine whether list players are protected or unprotected in accordance with the rules. However,
under the new rule, clubs must tell the league whether any player is expected to be available until January 1, 2021 due to injury, retirement, loan or any other reason. This information will be shared with Holly and Louisville. A full breakdown of the rules can be found here. Christy Holly on becoming Louisville's first coach, building an expanding roster, and leaving Sky Blue in the 2017 Draft alone, Racing
Louisville is allowed to select two players - or one player assigned to the U.S. - from each NWSL team. However, Racing Louisville is limited to two total U.S. allocated players from all teams. The full list of assigned players can be found here. If Racing Louisville choose fewer than two U.S. allotted players, the club will receive a money allocation grant of $75,000 for each seat. If Racing Louisville does not
select any player allocated to the U.S., they can receive up to $150,000 in awarding money grants from the league. That money can be used on roster transactions, which also includes use for first-choice in the 2021 NWSL draft and that player's salary. In addition, any team that loses a U.S. assigned player will receive a money allocation grant of $75,000. The Houston Dash and Washington Spirit have no
U.S. assigned players on their rosters. Houston has Canadian assigned players, but there are no restrictions on those players. Washington began the year with Rose Lavelle on their roster, but her rights are now preserved by OL Reign while she is overseas. 2020 NWSL Expansion DraftChristy HollynwslRacing Louisville FC Racing Louisville FC, the National Women's Soccer League's newest franchise
for 2021, will fill out its roster Thursday night and there could be Canadian players involved. The 2020 NWSL expansion draft is the first for the league since 2015, when Orlando Pride joined and there will be yet another next season when Angel City FC enters the fray. This year, eight of the nine NWSL clubs can protect 11 players with up to two players assigned in the U.S. before the draft (U.S. allocated
players are national team athletes whose salary is paid by the federation). The Chicago Red Stars have a full roster protection draft after previously having a trade with Racing Louisville. But it was a steep price to pay when forward Savannah McCaskill and midfielder Yuki Nagasato, international player slots in 2021 and 2022, plus the No.5 pick in the 2021 college draft. There are some big names available
to Racing (hello Megan Rapinoe and Tobin Heath), but while these names might look like obvious choices, there are a few things trainer Christy Holly may consider. More on the rules and who could don lavender and midnight purple Louisville after today's draft: So, what are the rules in a nutshell? All clubs could protect 11 total players, including up to two U.S. players. This list of protected/unprotected was
submitted to the league last week. Louisville head coach Christy Holly, who once worked with SkyBlue FC, can select up to two players, or one player assigned to the U.S., from each NWSL team in the 18-round draft, and two U.S. allotted players overall. The allocation of money is also a matter. If Louisville does not select a player assigned to the U.S., it will receive $75,000 per pickup, up to $150,000 in
total, to be used on other player contracts. On the other hand, if Louisville selects a U.S. assigned player from another list, that team will receive $75,000 in compensation. There are Canadian allocated players whose salaries are paid in part to Canada Soccer, but Canadians are not part of the money allocation equation in this expansion proposal. WATCH | CBC Sports' Signa Butler speaks with new
NWSL Commissioner Lisa Baird: CBC Sports' Signa Butler talks to new NWSL Commissioner Lisa Baird about the league's core values and its return to the game. 2:45 p.m. Yes, of the 14 Canadians who played in the league last season, which was split into challenge cup and fall series, nine are available. They include: Maegan Kelly (MF, Houston Dash), Lindsay Agnew (F, NC Courage), Stephanie Labbe
(GK, NC Courage), Erin McLeod (GK, Orlando Pride), Shelina Zadorsky (FB, Orlando Pride), Quinn (MF/FB, Reign OL), Diana Matheson (MF, Utah Royals FC), Desiree Scott (MF, Utah Royals FC), Jenna Hellstrom (MF, Of those players, Labbe and Scott are national-team stalwarts, with two-time Olympic bronze medalist Matheson also back at the crease after injury. All three are approaching their mid-
30s and nearing the end of their international and professional careers, but could provide a veteran presence to extend the club for a couple of seasons. Team Canada regular Zadorsky, 28, is on loan to Tottenham with the option to make the move permanent and Quinn, 25, is on loan to Vittsjö in Sweden. A possible part of American star Megan Rapinoe poses a risk to Racing Louisville FC. (Steve
Luciano/Associated Press) What is Louisville's philosophy for the draft? Well, only Coach Holly knows that for sure, but to get started, you want players who really want to be in Louisville. Some of the veteran NWSL players are already based in their home cities and probably don't complain about uprooting their lives. For example, as tempting as it may be, you probably won't lose a pick on a player like
Rapinoe or Heath if you have guarantees that you'll be with you. Rapinoe has not played this season for OL Reign and Heath, who opted out of the Portland Thorns' season, is currently on loan to Manchester United in the FA Women's Super League. Ideally, Louisville will want to name the fans they recognize and be excited to watch the player you build around. Trainer Holly will also have it in the back of
his mind, if he opts for a USA assigned player, they would be gone for a chunk of racing's inaugural season because of the Tokyo Olympics. By all accounts, the Louisville racing franchise is well supported. This could be attractive to any incoming player. The parent club, which also runs USL champions Louisville City FC, have a brand new football-specific stadium that has just over 15,000, as well as a
massive training facility under construction with three natural grasses and four turf fields. What's next for the NWSL calendar? Not much rest for these teams. The trading window opens on Friday at 9.m. ET. Then it's in the air because of the COVID-19 pandemic. The league's college draft date has not been announced and could even go in the spring due to delays in the NCAA calendar and there is not yet
an anticipated start date for the 2021 season. Welcome to the proposal to extend the NWSL to 2020. Racing Louisville will have 16 picks, up to 2 from each team. Our guide to the draft with the rules is here and a list of all available selections from each team is here. This post will be updated as each selection is confirmed. Watch live on NWSL's Twitch stream Addisyn Merrick (defender, North Carolina
Courage) Julia Ashley (defender, OL Reign) Jennifer Cudjoe (midfielder, Sky Blue FC) Cecelia Kizer (forward, Houston Dash) Katie Lund (goalie, Washington Spirit) Alanna Kennedy (midfielder, Orlando Pride) Lauren Milliet (midfielder, N.C. Courage) Kaleigh Riehl (defender, Sky Blue FC) Caitlin Foord (midfielder, Orlando Pride) Katie McLure (forward, Washington Spirit) Erin Simon (defender, Houston
Dash) Michelle Betos (goalie, OL Reign) Tobin Heath (midfielder, Portland Thorns) Christen Press (forward, Utah Royals) Louisville now has most of the roster in place... Theoretically. There are some high-risk gambles, like Australians Alanna Kennedy and Caitlin Foord. Aussies seem to have moved en masse over Fawsl, a league that is better for them in terms of the schedule of international obligations,
and can try to invent something to stay on these shores. As for the press and Heath, Louisville has chosen its rights, but again it's anyone's guess whether you'll want to return to the United States to play for the unknown, like Louisville when they're currently at Manchester United. Of course, there's wild speculation that he will pursue Angel City FC in 2022, though L.A. may have its own program that
doesn't include them on the roster. Also keep in mind that Louisville may be making some of those picks with a trade in mind, if not this year, then next year, when the league can be hit with double expansion. If the league goes through with some form of expansion draft again, surely a young team that barely had a season to gel their roster might want some juicy rights to offer as protection against gutted, a
la Chicago Red Stars. The business window opens tomorrow, November 13, and the college proposal takes place January 13. Some of those players point to Holly wanting a relatively young team, something he surprised at an earlier press conference when he said he saw Louisville as a project where he wants to be competitive out of the gate, but also understands that they need time and space to build.
What do you think of the expansion proposal? Did your team lose its favorite player, or did Louisville's at-times seemingly unfortunate list of picks leave your team out of the light? Let us know in the comments! Comments!
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